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What is LEAN?
LEAN
Lean manufacturing, or lean production, is 
a production method derived from 




▹ Livelihood: how you make a living. It encompasses 
income and activities required to secure the necessities of 
life.
▹ Wellness: being in good physical, mental, and spiritual 
health.
▹ Relationship: all of the people that are important to you.







A value stream map is just a process 
map on steroids. It is a Lean tool to 
understand a
process from a high level down to the 
small details. A value stream map 
provides a way
to analyze where problems exist -
problems with information, 
communication, cost, time, and quality. 
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TRANSITION HEADLINE





Ideas to incorporate  in the library
-a shared google document for student tasks
-all carts/piles of books be labeled so that they 
don’t sit unattended
